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OVERVIEW: Evidence from academic studies and
national-level policy reports suggests that university-
industry relationships are now widely practiced in many
countries and increasing in importance. University in-
novation centers (UICs) offer one mechanism for man-
aging these relationships. UICs are an instrument to
mobilize a critical mass of researchers to build new
technology platforms and enable the corporate partner
to explore new business opportunities, a process that re-
quires work on new business models to be carried out
in parallel with technological research. As an example,
the paper analyzes the partnership between agribusiness
Syngenta AG and the University of Manchester (UK) to
establish a UIC focused on the introduction of sensors
and informatics into agriculture ("agri-electronics ').
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Open innovation is now generally accepted as providing
companies with a broad, long-term strategy for develop-
ing new technologies and exploring new markets. Fre-
quently, an open-innovation program includes efforts
to reach out to external researchers, in some cases by
partnering with research-intensive universities. These
partnerships may be aimed at solving specific problems
or at providing windows on emerging technologies.
While they can offer fruitful ground for identifying and
developing innovations, these relationships do require
careful management to ensure both parties' goals for the
partnership are met.
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Syngenfa AG, a global agribusiness company fhaf mar-
kefs seeds and pesficides, has developed a useful and
effecfive mechanism for managing its university partner-
ships. Syngenta-sponsored university innovation centers
(UICs) work to develop new tecbnology platforms that
can help move the company into new business opportu-
nities. Since 2007, Syngenta has establisbed six UICs
across six universities or researcb institutes and three
countries, each focused on a different set of technology
opportunités. Tbe UICs offer Syngenta another route for
acquiring external technological capabilities, in addition
to otber, more traditional acquisition mecbanisms, sucb
as licensing tecbnologies and collaborating with other
kinds of external partners. At tbe same time, the UICs
enable Syngenta to exploit tbese capabilities more read-
ily by exploring different routes to market early in tbe
development process. Where acquired tecbnologies
must usually then be fitted into a business model, Synge-
nta-sponsored UICs work witb tbe company's business
development teams fo identify and validate a business
model for fbe proposed tecbnology before significanf re-
sources are invested in technical innovation. Tbe techni-
cal work can then be shaped in development fo match
the requirements of the validated business model. Tbe
benefit of this approacb is tbat tbe company can move its
tecbnical innovations in tbe mosf innovafive and lucra-
tive directions and minimize risk associated wifh devel-
oping business models to fit tecbnology.

Syngenta's first UIC, established in parinersbip witb tbe
University of Mancbester(UK) in 2007 to study tbe pos-
sible use of sensors in agribusiness applications, offers
an example of a successful sfrategic partnership between
business and academia. Known as tbe Syngenta Sensors
Centre (SSC), the UIC has helped Syngenta explore new
technologies, manage risk, and generate innovation.

Accessing University Knowledge

Various indicators suggest that knowledge transfer be-
tween universities and commercial firms is accelerating.
This includes a rising numbers of patents filed by univer-
sities, increasing numbers of university researcbers engag-
ing in academic entrepreneursbip, growing numbers of
university spin-off companies, the growing sbare of in-
dustry funding in university income, and tbe diffusion
of tecbnology transfer offices and ofher knowledge
transfer activities initiated tbrougb national or regional
innovation support measures (Nelson 2001; Shane
2005). There is also abundant evidence to suggest that
tbe process of knowledge transfer between universities
and indusfry occurs fhrough mulfiple channels, includ-
ing informal contacfs, personnel mobilify, consulfing
relationsbips, and joint research projects (Arundel and
Geuna 2004).

Af fhe same fime, recenf changes in corporafe R&D
models—from cenfralized R&D funcfions to R&D

divisions tied fo particular products or businesses—have
led to a shift in fbe nafure of university-business rela-
tionsbips (Coombs and Georgbiou 2002). Moving away
from large portfolios of relationsbips with individual
academics, many firms now establish long-term rela-
fionsbips wifh enfire university departments; tbese ar-
rangements typically cover equipment provision, staff
posts, and graduate student recruitment. For example,
Rolls-Royce Aero Fngines bas consolidated about 300
small, dispersed university projects into 28 large "uni-
versity fecbnology cenfers" (UTCs). Infel, Unilever,
Hifachi, and Microsoff all have agreements with the
University of Cambridge (UK) that allow tbem to inte-
grate corporate R&D resources wifh university resources
(Broström, McKelvey, and Sandström 2009), offering
the companies access to academic researcbers and pro-
viding the university wifh resources and an outlef for
commercializing researchers' work.

In some cases, fhese kinds of coUaborafions may be
sifuafed in fbe confext of a wider pattern of university-
industry collaborations. The University of Manchester,
for instance, has pursued a wider strategy of building
alliances witb key corporate partners—including Astra-
Zeneca, IBM, and BP as well as Syngenta—via a number
of individual efforts. Tbese broadband collaborations
are designed to enable companies to commission and
collaborate on researcb projects of mutual interest,
work in parfnersbip in developing and exploiting infel-
lecfual properfy (IP), develop staff skills and expertise
fhrougb professional developmenf activities and staff
excbanges, build mutual trust tbrougb a relationsbip
tbat is not dependent upon specific individuals, and
tackle social and political issues affecting the business.
A key benefit of such large-scale efforts is that fransac-
fion cosfs may be reduced by a framework agreemenf
covering bofh research and fraining needs, which ne-
gafes fhe need for separate contracts to cover research,
training, and other knowledge-transfer activities. Fur-
thermore, collaborations with multiple companies may
make it easier for fhe university fo access ofher sources
of funds.

Conversely, no single university is likely to have the
complete set of skills a company may require. Cross-
institutional research may be needed to satisfy a diverse
or complex sef of needs wifhin a single area. As a resulf,
some companies creafe a nefwork of universify-based
researcb cenfers; Syngenfa, for insfancc, maintains six
UICs in tbe United Kingdom, China, and Australia, each
with its own thematic focus.

Sucb relafionships bring bofb benefits and challenges.
Benefifs can be botb concrete, in fbe form of a flow of
markefable innovafions, and "soft," in, for example, fhe
development of informal linkages between academic
researchers and company R&D workers and a flow of
qualified researchers to business. Roessner et al. (1998)
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found that the single most important benefit to industry
from participation in the NSF Engineering Research
Centers (ERCs), according to the industrial participants
themselves, is the ability to hire ERC students and grad-
uates. At the same time, these relationships can become
problematic and controversial. The 1998-2003 partner-
ship between the University of California-Berkeley and
Novartis attracted substantial negative attention. The re-
lationship was seen as controversial because it granted
Novartis first license-negotiation rights for one-third of
all departmental discoveries (including those funded by
public entities like NIH), and it allowed Novartis scien-
tists to earn adjunct status at the university for their work
on Novartis projects. This was also among the first
agreements to be made with an entire university depart-
ment rather than with a single faculty member. Although
no misconduct was uncovered in this case, Rudy et al.
(2007) called for a multilevel and ongoing dialogue on
the future of such large-scale agreements between public
universities and large corporations. One lesson for com-
panies entering such partnerships is to recognize that the
collaboration can be difficult to manage because univer-
sities and business have different objectives, but the
interactions do provide fresh insights that might not
otherwise have happened.

Syngenta's UIC model enables companies to integrate
corporate R&D resources with university resources as
part of long-term strategic partnerships. In particular,
UICs allow university academics to benefit from insights
into the future business strategies of the partner com-
pany, while the sponsoring company gains access to the
wider expertise available in the university comrnunity.
The UIC structure may help overcome some of the prob-
lems that can arise in university-industry partnerships,
as UIC outputs are evaluated at regular intervals over
the lifespan of the UIC (which is typically three to five
years). This process enables both partner organizations
to review and assess the effectiveness of the collabora-
tion and make adjustments in the relationship over time.

The University Innovation Center

The UIC concept is built upon the UTC model devel-
oped by Rolls-Royce since the rnid-1980s. Like the
UTC, the UIC comprises a nucleus of acadernic research
staff and graduate students focused on specific areas
deemed critical to the long-term strategy of the funding
company. The rnanagement and coordination of the cen-
ter is undertaken by the UIC director, a senior-level aca-
demic, in close contact with the sponsor firm. The UIC
also has essentially the same IP protection and research
publication agreements in place as the UTC.

The UIC differs from the UTC in one fiandamental at-
tribute. The UIC is conceptualized as an element of Syn-
genta's open-innovation strategy (Figure 1; Chesbrough
2003); it is intended not to supplement existing corporate

university
resources as part ot
ieng term strategic

partuersiiips.

capabilities but to extend the company's technological
capabilities. Where the UTC concept addresses technol-
ogies that are already core to the parent business, the
UIC is focused on technologies that are not currently
core to the host company and may never be. Instead, the
UIC focuses on "technology themes" that will enable
the sponsor company to integrate new technologies into
its current product portfolio or move into new markets.
In other words, the UIC develops both new technologies
and the business models required to cotntnercialize
them. This is potentially the most innovative and lucra-
tive direction for a company, but also the most risky.

The UIC rnodel offers a number of advantages to each
party. The sponsoring company gains access to skills
and assets that do not reside in the cotnpany through a
structure that creates a critical mass of research capabil-
ity by configuring crossdisciplinary tearns to address a
related cornplex of technical questions (European Corn-
mission 2008). The university acquires a new line of
funding, but there are other benefits as well. Academic
participants tnay benefit from insights into the current
and future strategies of an international cotnpany; with
this insight, researchers can adapt their research focus to
address anticipated needs, increasing the potential for
future support of their work and for commercialization
of the results.

At the sarne titne, both parties must be well aware of the
potential pitfalls. A previous U.K. comprehensive survey
identified divergence of objectives between the university
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and industry participants as the most frequent problem
area in university-industry collaborations (Howells,
Nedeva. and Georghiou 1998). This divergence could be
caused by changes in priorities on the industrial side—
sometimes driven by changes in management or owner-
ship—or on the academic side, driven by cultural factors
that may steer the research in a different direction. In
lact, differences in corporate and acadetnic culture can
becotne a separate source of tension that can block cotn-
tnunication. The academic reward system can tnilitate
against cooperation, and business participants express
persistent concerns about what is perceived as a lack of
professionalism on the university side.

To avoid these problems, the sponsor company must
manage the relationship carefully over time. In a recent
study analyzing the outsourcing practices of Siemens
(Gcnnany's largest manufacturer and R&D organiza-
tion), Cui et al. (2009) stress the need for closer control
of progress and knowledge transfer, especially in cases
where the university may work in directions and toward
ends that do not accord with cotnpany objectives. Avoid-
ing such conflicts requires well-defined progress mile-
stones to ensure that both company and academic
participants arc on track and in sync with the end goal.
By allowing for a periodic check on progress and orien-
tation, a system of milestones should help to defuse ten-
sions and keep all participants motivated for the longer
term.

Collaborating well with corporate partners should be
seen as an organizational skill for the university, especially
with long-tcnn strategic partnerships like the UIC, as
this encompasses not only doing collaboration well, but

The UIC focu
"technology themes"
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also feeding back knowledge from the experience into
the institution. Similarly, in order to exploit this knowl-
edge mix effectively in the market, cotnpanics tnust de-
velop the internal capability to evaluate the strategic
significance of knowledge being captured frotn a UIC
partnership vis-à-vis knowledge captured frotn other
types of external collaborations (Malik 2004).
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Figure 1.—The UIC is a key part of Syngenta 's open innovation strategy.
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Syngenta's UIC Strategy: A Case Study

The first Syngenta UIC, the Syngenta Sensors Centre
(SSC), opened at the University of Manchester in No-
vember 2007. Located in the School of Electrical and
Electronic Engineering, so as to access the appropriate
design and systems integration competencies, the center
is focused on agri-electronics.' The center is charged
with researching sensing systems and information com-
munications technologies (ICTs) for agriculture and
fanning, with a central focus on sensors and knowledge-
based approaches to support agriculture. Within this re-
mit, the UIC is working in several specific areas, including
new sensing technologies, radio-frequency identification
(RFID), wireless sensor networks, energy harvesting,
and information and knowledge management.

Developing the Model

The research program that eventually led to the found-
ing of the UIC emerged from Syngenta's mission to be
the leading technology supplier at the front end of the
sustainable agriculture supply chain. This impetus,
which emerged in the wake of the company's founding
in 2000 as a merger of Novartis and AstraZeneca, led
Syngenta to develop a strategy for the exploitation of
agri-electronics to offer differentiated products and
methods to its external and internal customer bases. The
specific opportunities for Syngenta within this area had
been identified through a series of structured interviews
and "landscaping" workshops. These endeavors, which
involved business professionals, technologists, and sci-
entists from both within and outside of the company,
resulted in the identification of a portfolio of broad,
interconnected technology platforms alongside the po-
tential business models that each could service.

Realizing that they did not have sufficient internal re-
sources to fully exploit the proposed portfolio, Syngenta
established an external partnerships team charged with
cariying out a review of the range of strategies adopted
by other multinational companies engaged in re-engi-
neering their product portfolios. This process involved a
combination of meetings with peer-group companies
from non-agriscience sectors and a review of the aca-
demic literature in partnership with the Manchester
Business School.

The UIC model that was ultimately adopted provides
critical flexibility for the company. The uncertainty in-
herent to such a disruptive innovation forces an equal
degree of commercial and technical innovation; the
technical achievement must be matched by an appropri-
ate business model, if it is to produce corporate growth.

' Information regarding the Syngenta Sensors University Innovation
Centre is available at http://www.eee.tnanchester.ac.uk/research/
groups/sisp/research/syngenta/.

The UIC model Syngenta has implemented recognizes
this reality. Once a technology is identified, and before
significant technical work is done, the UIC works along-
side the company's business development teams to iden-
tify markets that can be opened up by a new enabling
technology. Only when the market and business model
are fully developed do UIC researchers work to deliver
first-generation prototypes, using direct company fund-
ing, to verify the commercial and scientific viability of
the concept.

An Exemplar Case Study: From Concept to
Commercialization

During the initial exploration process, the capacity to
sense for the presence of a pest or disease within a crop
was highlighted as a significant business opportunity.
The goal was identified as the creation of an integrated
product offering, alongside Syngenta's core crop protec-
tion products, to deliver a timely curative treatment to
affected crops along with preventative treatment to
neighboring crops at increased risk. This would not re-
place the agronomist, but would elevate the agronomist's
decision processes by providing tools to detect crop
damage earlier than is possible with current technol-
ogies. Some very rudimentary concepts for the required
technology were scoped out between Syngenta scientists
and the engineers in the Manchester UIC. The conclu-
sion of this initial inquiry was that detecting specific
fungal spores would offer the most rapid route to market
with acceptable technical risk, sensor cost, and opportu-
nities to secure competitive advantage through IP.

At this stage, no further technical work was undertaken.
Instead, the business and product concepts were tested
with a future customer base; the United Kingdom was
selected as the test region, due to its highly sophisticated
agronomic practice, which would facilitate initial uptake
of the new approach, and its proximity to the UIC, which
reduced logistical difficulties. Syngenta commissioned
an investigation to prioritize the most-important crop
and fungal disease combinations in the region of interest
versus the most-appropriate Syngenta crop-protection
products that could be integrated with the new sensor
technology. At the same time, the company analyzed
what business models could be used to realize this dis-
ruptive sensor technology within the overall Syngenta
product offering.

In the next stage, the concept was taken to the farming
community to test the integrated sensor and crop-protection
strategy and ascertain the most suitable route to early
adoption. This was achieved by interviewing representa-
tives from a cross section of large commercial farming
companies from across the United Kingdom about the
business concepts proposed. Interestingly, this process
found that the most economically significant diseases
did not necessarily translate into the greatest opportunity
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for the new product offering, because growers had al-
ready developed work-around methods to manage those
disease-crop combinations. With this knowledge, Syn-
genta and the Manchester UIC team worked with the
farming comtnunity to evolve an early-adoption strat-
egy. By identifying the most appropriate and commer-
cially significant disease-crop combination where no
existing work-around was viable, the team mapped a
route for the technology to become established in the
market, deliver early financial returns, and then disrupt
generic crop-protection practices.

Once this pairing of disease and affected crop was iden-
tified, the sensor technology was revisited and the spe-
cific business returns for the related products progressed
in much greater detail. This iterative business-and-tech-
nology-concept development has resulted in new IP be-
ing generated to support this first product offering while
enabling a downstream IP strategy to be launched for
broader markets, within the agri-food sector and beyond.

As this is a disruptive approach, there is, by definition,
no current provider of the overall service. Instead, there
are individual component suppliers and potential end
users, most notably fanners. As a consequence, a systems
integration provider will have to be incubated out of
the SSC or one of the technology supply-chain partners.
This is likely to occur between the development and
commercialization phases. The transitioning of key as-
sets and personnel from the SSC may then become a
potential cause of confiict between the University and
Syngenta, as resources and capability are shifted from
the UIC. This situation will be tnanaged by tnoving those
dedicated assets and personnel associated with a partic-
ular commercial activity wholly into the new business.
Resources that need to be shared between the SSC and
the new entity will then be divided and funded, on a pro-
rata basis, through a precommercialization agreement
between the university and Syngenta.

Evolution of the Model

A key mission of the UIC is to deliver long-term, medium-
term, and some short-term technologies to meet perceived
tnarket needs. However, this is not the full story; revenue
returns must be generated from these innovative products
and techniques. In many cases, the impact will be wider
than the parent business, as there will be costs associated
with introducing enabling technologies that may spread
resources across intermediary businesses, such as fanners,
distributors, retailers, or crop processors. Each of the
affected parties will need to see gains frotn the new tech-
nologies, or adoption will be slow or nonexistent.

The UICs are currently not configured to meet this chal-
lenge, and experience has shown that the business ana-
lysts within the company are often too specialized in
specific product lines to provide the required level of en-
trepreneurial thinking and resource allocation expertise.

A key mission of tiio
UIC is to doiivep
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The Syngenta external partnership team and the SSC are
now working with business academics and external non-
specialist consultants to bridge this vital gap. These
groups are tasked with defining the magnitude of the im-
mediate and longer-term markets and exploring how
stakeholder businesses can be restructured to allow them
to benefit from the agri-electronic technology.

Lessons Learned

Syngenta's UIC model has been structured to deliver
efficient ways of transforming lesearch into potentially
profitable products or techniques in new areas of busi-
ness. Placing the research work outside of the cornpany
has made available scientific strengths that Syngenta did
not previously have; not having access to the UIC would
have prevented the company from identifying and pro-
gressing project ideas (Grieve et al. 2009). At the same
time, the parallel development of new business models
allows even radical technological models to be assessed
in a commercial context and benefit from the feedback
that such analyses can provide. The resulting body of
knowledge should be easier to reabsorb into the main-
stream activities of the firm.

However, this absorption remains a challenge. Finns
collaborating with universities in arrangements such as
UICs tnust develop some form of translation compe-
tence to turn research outputs into comtnercially exploit-
able knowledge assets, and the open-innovation paradigm
needs to acknowledge the need for this kind of transla-
tion competence. This requires a broader view of the
open innovation model that underpins innovation, stress-
ing not just the ability to absorb knowledge but also the
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ability to combine and reconfigure knowledge in novel
ways (Perkmann and Walsh 2007). As firms look fo dif-
ferenfiafe themselves from compefitors by improving
fheir speed fo markef, Sberwood and Covin (2008) sug-
gesf fbaf a key advanfage of fhis fype of collaborafion is
fbaf if facilifafes mulfipoinf, real-time contact between
fbe fecbnology experts of tbe partner organizafions. Tbe
franslafion compefency developed as a resulf of fhis
contacf sbould enable fbe knowledge-seeking parfy to
rapidly access desired information fbrougb tbe most
knowledgeable individuals on an as-needed basis.

Tbe UIC parfnersbip offers benefifs and limifafions for
bofh fhe corporafe and fbe universify partner (Table 1).
Tbe major benefits of the UIC for tbe corporate partner
are fbaf fbe UIC can help fo develop fecbnology and
business model combinafions tbat do not currently exist,
enabling fhe company fo target new markets witb new
business models. Tbe partnership also enables company
scientists to establisb long-ferm relafionships wifh uni-
versify academics, and fbose connecfions can bring un-
expecfed payoffs down tbe line. Similarly, academic
scientists can benefit from fhe long-ferm collaborafion
fbaf characferizes a UIC by gaining a better appreciation
of the business environment complexities fbat tbe corpo-
rate partner is immersed in. For some universities, this
type of sfrafegic alliance is crucial in belping fbe univer-
sify to build and maintain a world-class reputation. One
of the main challenges in this strategic parinersbip, espe-
cially for university partners, revolves around IP; confi-
dentiality restrictions in tbe collaboration agreement
may restrict the publication of some researcb underiaken
at fbe UIC. Given tbe importance of publications to
both universities and individual academic scientists, botb
parfners need to explore ways to overcome tbis barrier.

The parallel
develepment ef new

business medels
allews even radical

technolegicai medeis
to be assessed in a
cemmerciai centext

and benefit frem
tbe feedbaci( tbat

sncb anaiyses
can provide.

One option could be to delay publication of some more-
sensitive research results, but allow publisbing some pre-
liminary findings earlier.

Table L—The UIC structure provides benefits and limitations for both the company sponsor and the hosting university.

Benefits Limitations

University • Strategic alliance can help university to build a world-class
reputation.

• Presence of UlC/corporate collaboration can help university
attract additional funding.

• Some UlC-developed technologies may be licensable in
areas outside UIC focus via university spin-outs.

• Academics may benefit from insights into business strategies
of partnering company.

Company • Company scientists can collaborate in blue-sky research and
establish long-tcnn relationships with academic researchers.

• Company gains access to wider expertise in the university.

• The UIC may help the company to develop technological
combinations that do not currently exist.

• UIC outputs can help company to target new markets in
the future.

• The IP restrictions of the collaboration
agreement may create some short-term
restriction on academic publications in the
core theme of the UIC research.

• Some academics may feel they arc locked in
to meeting specific needs of one industry
partner, leaving little oppotiunity to explore
research collaborations with other firms.

• The company may lack the internal
entrepreneurial capability to effectively
exploit UIC outputs in new markets.

• For a company managing many partnerships,
there is a danger of becoming too detached
from the partnership compared lo other
external collaborations.
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Ultimately, the critical tneasure of success for a UIC-
based strategic partnership, from the business's point of
view, is that the UIC delivers technologies and enables
business models that tnake a significant commercial dif-
ference. Realizing this goal may require a significant
gestation period. The SSC was established with a three-
year funding life. That has since been extended to five
years, but real returns are not likely to be seen until years
seven or eight. This long lead time requires a long-term
investment from the host company, which tnay be diffi-
cult to guarantee, especially if there are personnel changes
in senior management.

Syngenta, like many other science and technology-based
companies, maintains a range of external partnerships.
This diversity of activity raises the danger that the com-
pany tnight be distracted and thus become too detached
from its UICs; this would lead to a failure to maximize
the potential benefits of the collaboration. To avoid this,
Syngenta stresses the importance of initiating informal
linkages with all UICs, especially those that are located
furthest from corporate headquarters (in China and Aus-
tralia). These informal linkages keep individuals within
the company aware of the UIC and its activities, main-
taining corporate involvement at the individual level.
One mechanism for fostering these linkages is a confer-
ence that brings together corporate and UIC scientists to
discuss developtnents and share findings. The company
already holds an annual conference in agricultural sci-
ences in China to enable Syngenta research staff and
sponsored PhD researchers to come together with other
invitees from Chinese universities and government min-
istries. Replicated in other regions, this practice could
help promote tnore infonnal, face-to-face linkages be-
tween the UICs and Syngenta internal staff.

Conclusion

For Syngenta, establishing a long-term relationship with
a university has provided enonnous benefits, even be-
yond the technology. Syngenta scientists now have the
opportunity to co-supervise PhD-candidate researchers
wotking within the UIC, creating enduring connections
between the industry and academia and encouraging re-
searchers to work on projects that not only address an
academic issue, but are also of interest to industry. These
collaborations provide company scientists the opportu-
nity to produce joint scientific publications with univer-
sity research staff and build the infonnal linkages that
sustain the UIC.

Our insights with regard to the SSC may be useful to
large firms and universities interested in exploring this
type of strategic partnership. As a key part of an open
innovation model, the UIC concept can help develop

technology platforms for new and existing markets and
create a long-term pipeline for business and technology
innovation. In the future, it will be interesting to observe
whether other science and technology-based companies
facing challenges to established core business will fol-
low a similar path to form strategic alliances with re-
search-intensive universities in sotnething resetnbling
the UIC tnodel. Those that do can find a challenging and
productive model to consider.

We would like to thank Dr. Mike Bushell, Head of Exter-
nal Partnerships at Syngenta Jcalott s International Re-
search Centre (Bracknell, UK), jbr his helpjul insights.
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